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Abstract Input-to-state stability (ISS) of interconnected systems with each subsys-
tem described by a difference equation subject to an external disturbance is considered.
Furthermore, special attention is given to time delay, which gives rise to two relevant
problems: (i) ISS of interconnected systems with interconnection delays, which arise
in the paths connecting the subsystems, and (ii) ISS of interconnected systems with
local delays, which arise in the dynamics of the subsystems. The fact that a differ-
ence equation with delay is equivalent to an interconnected system without delay is
the crux of the proposed framework. Based on this fact and small-gain arguments,
it is demonstrated that interconnection delays do not affect the stability of an inter-
connected system if a delay-independent small-gain condition holds. Furthermore,
also using small-gain arguments, ISS for interconnected systems with local delays is
established via the Razumikhin method as well as the Krasovskii approach. A combi-
nation of the results for interconnected systems with interconnection delays and local
delays, respectively, provides a framework for ISS analysis of general interconnected
systems with delay. Thus, a scalable ISS analysis method is obtained for large-scale
interconnections of difference equations with delay.
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1 Introduction

Large-scale interconnections of dynamical systems, such as power systems, chemi-
cal processes and urban water supply networks, form an important topic within the
field of control systems, see, e.g., [21,30,31] and the references therein. The stability
analysis, e.g., based on Lyapunov theory, of such systems is generally hampered by
the large size and complexity of the overall system. Therefore, a stability analysis of
the subsystems is typically performed first. Then, the stability of the interconnected
system is studied. To this end, small-gain theorems, such as the ones presented in [2]
and [12], can be used. Alternatively, vector Lyapunov functions [16] or dissipativity
theory [33] can also be used for the stability analysis of interconnected systems.

In practice, interconnections of dynamical systems, such as, for example, power
systems, often show a geographical separation of the subsystems. Hence, the propa-
gation of signals takes place over large distances which can induce interconnection
delays. Furthermore, due to inherent delays in the dynamical processes, local delays
can also arise in the subsystems. Indeed, for example, in power systems interconnec-
tion delays are introduced by water flowing through rivers that connect hydro-thermal
power plants [22,32] while local delays can be introduced by human operators in the
local control loops. As delays can cause the instability of a dynamical system [5,13],
any stability analysis framework must take delays into account. For example, the sta-
bility analysis of a single system with delay can, among others, be performed using
the Razumikhin method or the Krasovskii approach, see, e.g., [5,13] and [4,6,18] for
continuous- and discrete-time systems, respectively. In fact, the Razumikhin method is
[27] a type of small-gain approach for systems with delay and the Krasovskii approach
can be considered as a standard Lyapunov approach adapted to systems with delay.

Recently, based on the aforementioned extensions of Lyapunov theory, several
small-gain theorems for interconnected systems with delay were proposed. For exam-
ple, based on the Krasovskii approach, the integral input-to-state stability (ISS)
analysis for interconnected systems with both interconnection and local delays was
performed in [8,9]. A similar result was obtained in the context of ISS in [1]. Fur-
thermore, also in [1], it was indicated that ISS can also be established based on the
Razumikhin method and small-gain arguments. Alternatively, the relation of the Raz-
umikhin method to the small-gain theorem given in [27] was used in [28] to formulate
a small-gain theorem for interconnected systems with both interconnection and local
delays. A different approach was taken in [29], where a small-gain theorem for inter-
connected systems with both interconnection and local delays was established using
standard small-gain arguments, but without using Lyapunov theory. However, none
of the above results applies to interconnections of difference equations with delay.
Moreover, interconnection delays and local delays have thus far mostly been consid-
ered at the same time, while in [8] it was shown that considering them separately
can be advantageous. Indeed, as it will also be shown in this paper, interconnection
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delays, in contrast to local delays, do not affect the stability of the overall system if a
delay-independent small-gain condition holds.

Therefore, in this paper, ISS for interconnections of difference equations with delay
is studied. Moreover, interconnection delays and local delays are considered sepa-
rately. Before considering interconnected systems with delay, ISS for a single system
with delay will be studied to obtain techniques that can be applied to interconnected
systems thereafter. To this end, a transformation of a system with delay into an inter-
connected system without delay, by defining each delayed state as a new subsystem, is
developed. Thus, ISS of a system with delay can be studied using the small-gain the-
orem for interconnected systems. As a consequence, it is shown that the Razumikhin
method is an exact application of the small-gain theorem to systems with delay. As
a by-product of this insight, a method to construct a Lyapunov–Krasovskii function
(LKF) from a Lyapunov–Razumikhin function (LRF) is also obtained. Then, inter-
connected systems with delay are considered. Based on the transformation indicated
above and small-gain arguments, it is demonstrated that interconnection delays do
not affect the stability of an interconnected system if a delay-independent small-gain
condition holds. Furthermore, under a similar small-gain condition, it is shown that
interconnected systems with local delays admit a LRF for the interconnected system
if each subsystem admits a LRF. Similarly, it is shown that the interconnected system
admits a LKF if each subsystem admits a LKF and a small-gain condition is satis-
fied. A combination of the results for interconnected systems with interconnection
delays and local delays, respectively, provides a scalable framework for ISS analysis
of general interconnected systems with delay.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some useful
preliminaries. Then, Section 3 discusses the relation between the small-gain theorem
and the Razumikhin method. Next, Sect. 4 studies ISS for interconnected systems with
interconnection delays. Thereafter, in Sect. 5, interconnected systems with local delays
are considered and Sect. 6 presents the results for general interconnected systems with
delay. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7 while the Appendix contains the
proof of a fundamental theorem.

2 Preliminaries

Necessary notation, basic definitions and a suitable notion of stability will be intro-
duced in this section.

2.1 Notation and basic definitions

Let R, R+, Z and Z+ denote the field of real numbers, the set of non-negative reals,
the set of integers and the set of non-negative integers, respectively. For every c ∈
R and � ⊆ R, define �≥c := {k ∈ � | k ≥ c} and similarly �≤c. Further-
more, R� := R ∩ � and Z� := Z ∩ �. For a vector x ∈ R

n , let [x]i , i ∈ Z[1,n],
denote the ith component of x and let ‖x‖ denote an arbitrary norm. For a matrix
A ∈ R

n×n let [A]i, j , i, j ∈ Z[1,n], denote the i j th entry of A. Let x := {x(l)}l∈Z+
with x(l) ∈ R

n for all l ∈ Z+ denote an arbitrary sequence and define ‖x‖ :=
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sup{‖x(l)‖ | l ∈ Z+}. Furthermore, x[c1,c2] := {x(l)}l∈Z[c1,c2] , with c1, c2 ∈ Z,
denotes a sequence that is ordered monotonically with respect to the index l ∈ Z[c1,c2].
Similarly, col({x(l)}l∈Z[c1,c2]) := [ x(c2)

� ... x(c1)
� ]� is also ordered monotonically

(albeit in a decreasing fashion from top to bottom) with respect to the index l. Let
S

h := S × · · · × S for any h ∈ Z≥1 denote the h-times cross-product of an arbi-
trary set S ⊆ R

n . Let Id : R → R denote the identity function. For two functions
ϕ1 : R

n → R
m and ϕ2 : R

l → R
n , let ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2(x) := ϕ1(ϕ2(x)) for all x ∈ R

l .
Let ϕ : R+ → R+. Define ϕk(s) := ϕ ◦ ϕk−1(s) for all k ∈ Z≥1 and all s ∈ R+,
where ϕ0(s) := s. Furthermore, ϕ ∈ K if it is continuous, strictly increasing and
ϕ(0) = 0. ϕ ∈ K∞ if ϕ ∈ K and lims→∞ ϕ(s) = ∞. The notation ϕ ∈ K ∪ {0}
(ϕ ∈ K∞ ∪ {0}) is used to denote that either ϕ ∈ K (ϕ ∈ K∞) or ϕ(s) = 0 for all
s ∈ R+. Let β : R+ × R+ → R+. β ∈ K L if for each fixed s ∈ R+, β(·, s) ∈ K
and for each fixed r ∈ R+, β(r, ·) is decreasing and lims→∞ β(r, s) = 0.

2.2 Delay difference equations

Consider systems described by the delay difference equation (DDE)

x(k + 1) = F(x[k−h,k], u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (1)

where x[k−h,k] ∈ (Rn)h+1 is a sequence of (delayed) states, h ∈ Z+ is the maximal
delay and u(k) ∈ R

m is a disturbance input. Furthermore, F : (Rn)h+1 ×R
m → R

n is
a function that admits the origin as fixed point, i.e., F(0[k−h,k], 0) = 0. The notation
{x(k, x[−h,0], u[0,k−1])}k∈Z≥1 is used to denote a trajectory of the system (1) from initial
condition x[−h,0] ∈ (Rn)h+1 with disturbance u[0,k−1] := {u(i)}i∈Z[0,k−1] , u(i) ∈ R

m .

Definition 1 The DDE (1) is called input-to-state stable (ISS) if there exist a β ∈
K L and a γu ∈ K , such that for all k ∈ Z≥1 it holds that

‖x(k, x[−h,0], u[0,k−1])‖ ≤ max{β(‖x[−h,0]‖, k), γu(‖u[0,k−1]‖)},

for all x[−h,0] ∈ (Rn)h+1 and all u[0,k−1] ∈ (Rm)k .

Note that, ISS, cf. Definition 1, is a global property which is often referred to as global
ISS. Furthermore, as max{r, s} ≤ r + s and r + s ≤ max{2r, 2s} for all r, s ∈ R+,
Definition 1 is equivalent to Definition 2.2 in [18], which was also indicated therein.

2.3 A small-gain theorem for interconnected systems

Consider an interconnection of N ∈ Z≥2 subsystems. The dynamics of the i th sub-
system, i ∈ Z[1,N ], is described by a difference equation, i.e.,

xi (k + 1) = gi (x1(k), . . . , xN (k), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (2)

where xi (k) ∈ R
ni , u(k) ∈ R

m is the input to the subsystem and gi : R
n1 × · · · ×

R
nN × R

m → R
ni , i ∈ Z[1,N ], is a function that admits the origin as fixed point. Note
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that it can be assumed without any restriction to the generality of the results that all
subsystems have the same disturbance input. To describe the complete interconnected
system, let x := col({xi }i∈Z[1,N ]) ∈ R

n , which yields

x(k + 1) = G(x(k), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (3)

where n := ∑N
i=1 ni and G : R

n × R
m → R

n is obtained from the functions gi ,
i ∈ Z[1,N ], i.e., G(x, u) = col({gi (x1, . . . , xN , u)}i∈Z[1,N ]).

Next, let α1,i , α2,i ∈ K∞, μi ∈ K ∪{0}, for all i ∈ Z[1,N ], and let γi, j ∈ K∞∪{0}
for all i, j ∈ Z[1,N ]. Then, consider the functions W j : R

n j → R+, j ∈ Z[1,N ], that
satisfy

α1, j (‖x j‖) ≤ W j (x j ) ≤ α2, j (‖x j‖), ∀x j ∈ R
n j .

Definition 2 Let γi,i (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. A function Wi , i ∈ Z[1,N ], that satisfies

Wi (gi (x1, . . . , xN , u)) ≤ max{max j∈Z[1,N ] γi, j ◦ W j (x j ), μi (‖u‖)},
for all x j ∈ R

n j , j ∈ Z[1,N ], and all u ∈ R
m is called an ISS-Lyapunov function

(ISS-LF) for subsystem (2).

Note that Definition 2 requires that Wi is a standard ISS-LF (cf. Definition 3.2 in
[10]) for subsystem (2) with respect to the input u, i.e., for x j = 0 for all j �= i .
Moreover, it also requires that, if there is a connection from the j th subsystem to the
i th subsystem, the influence of the state x j on (2) can be bounded via γi, j .

Next, a lemma, which is fundamental for the derivation of many results in this
paper, is recalled. Moreover, based on [2, Corollary 5.7], a result for continuous-time
systems, and using Definition 2, a nonlinear small-gain theorem for interconnections
of difference equations is established.

Lemma 1 Consider the functions γi, j . If, for all y ∈ R
N+ \ {0}, there exists a i(y) ∈

Z[1,N ] such that max j∈Z[1,N ] γi, j ([y] j ) < [y]i , then there exist σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ],
such that max j∈Z[1,N ] γi, j ◦σ j ([y] j ) < σi ([y]i ) for all y ∈ R

N+ \{0} and all i ∈ Z[1,N ].
Lemma 1 appeared as claim (iii) of Theorem 5.2 in [2].

Theorem 1 Suppose that all subsystems (2), i ∈ Z[1,N ], admit an ISS-LF. Further-
more, suppose that for all y ∈ R

N+ \ {0}, there exists a i(y) ∈ Z[1,N ] such that

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γi, j ([y] j ) < [y]i . (4)

Then, the following claims hold:

(i) There exist σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ], such that

W (x) = max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i (Wi (xi )) (5)

is an ISS-LF for the interconnected system (3);
(ii) The interconnected system (3) is ISS.
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The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Appendix A. Note that an explicit expres-
sion for the functions σi can be obtained using the ideas presented in [12]. Therefore,
Theorem 1 is constructive.

Alternative small-gain theorems for interconnections of difference equations, which
also parallel the continuous-time results in [2], can be found in, e.g., [11,15,20,24].
Techniques that provide a more flexible framework, e.g., based on vector Lyapunov
functions, see [12], are not pursued here. This is motivated by the fact that involving
functions that depend on the complete state vector is less likely to yield a scalable ISS
analysis method, which is the main objective of this work.

Remark 1 Definition 2, and several similar definitions below, can be relaxed in the
sense that1 γi, j ∈ G instead of γi, j ∈ K∞ ∪{0}. Indeed, suppose that Wi : R

ni → R+
and γ̃i,i ∈ G satisfy the hypotheses of Definition 2. Let γi,i (s) = γ̃i,i (s)+s

2 , for all
s ∈ R+. Then, γi,i ∈ K∞ and γ̃i,i (s) ≤ γi,i (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. Therefore, Wi

and γi,i also satisfy the hypotheses of Definition 2. For simplicity, we chose to restrict
ourselves to γi, j ∈ K∞ ∪{0}. In fact, generalizing the results in this paper to γi, j ∈ G
relies mainly on the extension of Lemma 1 to γi, j ∈ G .

Remark 2 The results in this paper allow, under suitable assumptions, for a straightfor-
ward generalization from difference equations to difference inclusions. To this end, the
Lyapunov decrease condition, as in, e.g., Definition 2, should be required to hold for
all states in the set-valued map which dictates the state update. However, for simplicity,
all results in this paper are presented for difference equations.

In what follows, (the techniques used to prove) Theorem 1 will be used to obtain
small-gain theorems for interconnections of difference equations with interconnection
delays and/or local delays.

3 ISS analysis for delay difference equations

Before considering interconnected systems with delay, ISS for a single system with
delay will be studied to obtain techniques that can be applied to interconnected sys-
tems thereafter. Therefore, in this section, ISS for the DDE (1) is studied. To this end,
a transformation of (1) into an interconnection of difference equations without delay
will be developed such that Theorem 1 can be applied. Thus, it will be established that
the Razumikhin method is an exact application of the small-gain theorem.

Each delayed state of the DDE (1) can be considered as one of the subsystems (2).
Thus, an interconnected system of the form (3) is obtained with a particular structure.
Figure 1 provides a graphical depiction of this reasoning. Then, the conditions in The-
orem 1 can be used to establish ISS for the DDE (1). To this end, we define two types
of Lyapunov functions. Let α1, α2 ∈ K∞ and let ν ∈ K .

1 A function ϕ : R+ → R+ is said to belong to class G , i.e., ϕ ∈ G , if it is continuous, non-decreasing
and ϕ(0) = 0, see [26].
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Fig. 1 A graphical depiction of the transformation of a DDE into an interconnected system

Definition 3 A function V : R
n → R+ and some ρ ∈ K∞ such that

ρ(s) < s, ∀s ∈ R>0, (6a)

α1(‖x‖) ≤ V (x) ≤ α2(‖x‖), ∀x ∈ R
n, (6b)

V (F(x[−h,0], u)) ≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

ρ ◦ V (x(θ)), ν(‖u‖)
}

, (6c)

for all x[−h,0] ∈ (Rn)h+1 and all u ∈ R
m is called an ISS-Lyapunov-Razumikhin

function (ISS-LRF) for the DDE (1).

Furthermore, let ᾱ1, ᾱ2 ∈ K∞ and let ν̄ ∈ K .

Definition 4 A function V̄ : (Rn)h+1 → R+ and some ρ̄ ∈ K∞ such that ρ̄(s) < s
for all s ∈ R>0 and that

ᾱ1(‖x[−h,0]‖) ≤ V̄ (x[−h,0]) ≤ ᾱ2(‖x[−h,0]‖), (7a)

V̄ ({x[−h+1,0], F(x[−h,0], u)}) ≤ max{ρ̄ ◦ V̄ (x[−h,0]), ν̄(‖u‖)}, (7b)

for all x[−h,0] ∈ (Rn)h+1 and all u ∈ R
m is called an ISS-Lyapunov-Krasovskii func-

tion (ISS-LKF) for the DDE (1).

In [18, Theorem 3.5] it was established that the DDE (1) is ISS if it admits an
ISS-LRF. The proof of this result relies on standard Lyapunov arguments, such as
the ones used in [10], and the construction of a nonincreasing function that provides
an upperbound on the ISS-LRF. Next, using Theorem 1, an alternative proof for the
aforementioned result is provided. Moreover, as a by-product, an ISS-LKF is also
obtained.

Theorem 2 Suppose that the DDE (1) admits an ISS-LRF and let V denote this ISS-
LRF. Then:

(i) the DDE (1) is ISS;
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(ii) there exist σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,h+1], such that

V̄ (x[−h,0]) := max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

σ−1
−θ+1 ◦ V (x(θ)) (8)

is an ISS-LKF for the DDE (1).

Proof Let xi (k) := x(k − i + 1) for all i ∈ Z[1,h+1] and hence N = h + 1. Then,

g1(x1(k), . . . , xh+1(k), u(k)) = F(xh+1(k), . . . , x1(k), u(k)),

gi (x1(k), . . . , xh+1(k), u(k)) = xi−1(k), i ∈ Z[2,h+1].

Next, it is established that V is an ISS-LF for all the subsystems (2), i ∈ Z[1,h+1].
Letting Wi (xi (k)) = V (x(k − i + 1)) for all i ∈ Z[1,h+1], one obtains

γi, j (s) :=
⎧
⎨

⎩

ρ(s), i = 1, j ∈ Z[1,h+1],
Id(s), i ∈ Z[2,h+1], j = i − 1,

0, otherwise.

Furthermore, α1,i (s) := α1(s), α2,i (s) := α2(s), i ∈ Z[1,h+1], μ1(s) := ν(s) and
μi (s) := 0, i ∈ Z[2,h+1]. As α1,i , α2,i ∈ K∞, μi ∈ K ∪ {0}, γi, j ∈ K∞ ∪ {0}
for all i, j ∈ Z[1,h+1] and as γi,i (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0 (i.e., γ1,1(s) = ρ(s) and
γi,i (s) = 0 for all i �= 1), it follows that, indeed, V is an ISS-LF for all subsystems
(2), i ∈ Z[1,h+1]. Furthermore, consider any y ∈ R

N+ \{0}. If [y]1 ≥ maxi∈Z[2,h+1] [y]i ,
then (6a) yields that

max
i∈Z[1,h+1]

ρ([y]i ) < [y]1.

Moreover, if [y]1 < maxi∈Z[2,h+1] [y]i , then there exists a i(y) ∈ Z[2,h+1] such that

[y]i−1 < [y]i .

As such, (4) holds and hence the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied. It then follows
from claim (ii) of Theorem 1 that the DDE (1) is ISS, which establishes claim (i).

Furthermore, it follows from claim (i) of Theorem 1 that there exist σi ∈ K∞,
i ∈ Z[1,h+1], such that the function V̄ as defined in (8) is an ISS-LF for the inter-
connected system (3) with augmented state vector x and hence the function (8) is an
ISS-LKF for the DDE (1) with

ᾱ1(s) := min
i∈Z[1,h+1]

σ−1
i ◦ α1(s), ᾱ2(s) := max

i∈Z[1,h+1]
σ−1

i ◦ α2(s),

ρ̄(s) := max
i∈Z[1,h+1]

max
j∈Z[1,h+1]

σ−1
i ◦ γi, j ◦ σ j (s), ν̄(s) := σ−1

1 ◦ ν(s).

Above, the construction of the functions ρ̄ and ν̄ follows from the proof of Theorem 1,
which can be found in Appendix A. ��
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The proof of Theorem 2 shows that, for discrete-time systems, the Razumikhin
method is an exact application of the small-gain theorem to DDEs. Indeed, (6a) guar-
antees fulfillment of the small-gain condition (4). The above observation and the
approach used to prove Theorem 2 are a discrete-time counterpart to the results in
[27], where a Razumikhin theorem for continuous-time systems was proven using
small-gain arguments.

Remark 3 If a DDE is ISS, it is also globally asymptotically stable (GAS), i.e., for
u(k) = 0 for all k ∈ Z+. Therefore, Theorem 2 also provides a different proof for [19,
Theorem 3.2] and its extension to delay difference inclusions, i.e., [4, Theorem 3.8].
Moreover, the results therein are generalized in the sense that ρ is a nonlinear function
rather than a linear function. Further results in this paper have similar implications
when GAS rather than ISS is of concern.

As it was also indicated above, an explicit expression for the functions σi ∈ K∞,
i ∈ Z[1,h+1], in Theorem 1 can be obtained using the ideas presented in [12]. In what
follows, based on a suitable construction of the functions σi an explicit expression for
an ISS-LKF constructed from an ISS-LRF is presented.

Theorem 3 Suppose that the DDE (1) admits an ISS-LRF, i.e., V . Then, an ISS-LKF
for (1) is given by

V̄ (x[−h,0]) := max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

ρh+1+θ ◦ V (x(θ)), (9)

where ρi (s) = ρ(s)+is
i+1 , i ∈ Z[1,h], and ρh+1(s) = s.

Proof Note that, by definition, ρi ∈ K∞ for all i ∈ Z[1,h+1]. Next, it is established
that

ρ(s) < ρ1(s) < · · · < ρh(s) < ρh+1(s) = s. (10)

As ρ(s) < s it holds that

ρ(s) < s = (i + 1)2s − (i + 2)is,

for all s ∈ R>0. The above is equivalent to

(i + 2)(ρ(s) + is) < (i + 1)(ρ(s) + (i + 1)s),

which implies that ρi (s) < ρi+1(s), for all i ∈ Z[1,h] and all s ∈ R>0. Obviously,
ρi (s) < s+is

i+1 = s, which establishes that (10) holds. Next, let πi (s) := ρi−1 ◦ρ−1
i (s),

i ∈ Z[1,h+1] and s ∈ R+, with ρ0(s) := ρ(s). Then, as ρi−1(s) < ρi (s) it follows
that πi (s) = ρi−1 ◦ ρ−1

i (s) < ρi ◦ ρ−1
i (s) = s. Letting π(s) := maxi∈Z[1,h+1] πi (s),

yields that π(s) < s for all s ∈ R>0.
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Consider any x[−h,0] ∈ (Rn)h+1 and any u ∈ R
m . Then,

V̄ ({x[−h+1,0], F(x[−h,0], u)})
= max

{

ρh+1 ◦ V (F(x[−h,0], u)), max
θ∈Z[−h+1,0]

ρh+θ ◦ V (x(θ))

}

≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

ρ ◦ V (x(θ)), max
θ∈Z[−h+1,0]

ρh+θ ◦ V (x(θ)), ν(‖u‖)
}

= max

{

ρ ◦ V (x(−h)), max
θ∈Z[−h+1,0]

ρh+θ ◦ V (x(θ)), ν(‖u‖)
}

= max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

πh+θ+1 ◦ ρh+θ+1 ◦ V (x(θ)), ν(‖u‖)
}

≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

π ◦ ρh+θ+1 ◦ V (x(θ)), ν(‖u‖)
}

= max{π ◦ V̄ (x[−h,0]), ν(‖u‖)}.

Let ρ̄(s) := π(s), ᾱ1(s) := mini∈Z[1,h+1] ρi ◦ α1(s), ᾱ2(s) := maxi∈Z[1,h+1] ρi ◦ α2(s)
and ν̄(s) := ν(s). As ᾱ1, ᾱ2 ∈ K∞, ν̄ ∈ K , ρ̄ ∈ K∞ and ρ̄(s) < s for all s ∈ R>0,
it follows that V̄ is an ISS-LKF for the DDE (1). ��

Starting from the ISS-LKF (9), it can be established, using standard Lyapunov
arguments, see, e.g., [10], that the DDE (1) is ISS.

Remark 4 Theorem 4.1 in [4] presents, under the assumption that ρ(s) = κs for
some κ ∈ R[0,1), a method to construct a LKF from a LRF. Theorem 3 recovers the
aforementioned result as a particular case.

Theorem 3 establishes that, for discrete-time systems, any ISS-LRF can be used
to construct an ISS-LKF. This is in accordance with the results for continuous-time
systems in, e.g., [7,13], which show that the conditions for stability provided by the
Razumikhin method are stronger than those provided by the Krasovskii approach.
However, the Razumikhin method, on the other hand, requires the construction of
a function on R

n rather than a function on (Rn)h+1, as is the case for the Krasov-
skii approach. Therefore, it can be concluded that the Razumikhin method is com-
putationally more attractive but conceptually more conservative than the Krasovskii
approach. The interested reader is referred to [4,13] for a more detailed discussion of
the Razumikhin method versus the Krasovskii approach. Furthermore, the techniques
presented in [3] and the references therein can be used to obtain local variants of the
results presented in this section, which can be used to handle DDEs that are subject to
constraints.

4 ISS analysis for interconnected systems with interconnection delays

In the previous section, it was established that a DDE can be transformed into an inter-
connection of difference equations without delay. Then, the small-gain theorem can
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be used for the ISS analysis of the so-obtained interconnected system. In the present
section, this technique will be applied to establish ISS for interconnected systems with
interconnection delays. Interconnected systems with local delays will be treated in the
next section.

Consider the subsystems (2) but now with interconnection delays, i.e., for all i ∈
Z[1,N ],

xi (k + 1) = gi (x1(k − hi,1), . . . , xN (k − hi,N ), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (11)

with xi (k) ∈ R
ni , u(k) ∈ R

m and gi as defined in (2). Moreover, hi, j ∈ Z+, i, j ∈
Z[1,N ], is the interconnection delay from subsystem j to subsystem i . In this section,
it is assumed that hi,i = 0 for all i ∈ Z[1,N ], i.e., the subsystems are not affected
by local delays. To describe the complete interconnected system with interconnection
delays, let x := col({xl}l∈Z[1,N ]) ∈ R

n , which yields a system of the form (1) where

n := ∑N
i=1 ni , h := max(i, j)∈Z[1,N ]×Z[1,N ] hi, j and F : (Rn)h+1 × R

m → R
n is

obtained from the functions gi and the delays hi, j , i, j ∈ Z[1,N ].
The ISS analysis for the interconnected system (1) obtained from (11) using tra-

ditional techniques for delay systems is hampered by the size and complexity of the
overall system. In what follows, it is established that the ISS analysis can be greatly
simplified using Theorem 1.

Theorem 4 Suppose that the subsystems (2) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
Then, the interconnected system (1) obtained from the subsystems with interconnec-
tion delays (11) is ISS.

Proof The proof consists of three parts. In the first part, the interconnected system
with interconnection delays is transformed into an augmented interconnected system
without delay. Therefore, consider the following procedure. Let I = 1, J = 2 and let
h̄ := ∑N

i=1
∑N

j=1 hi, j . If hI,J ≥ 1, let

ĝN+1(x1, . . . , xN+h̄, u) := xJ , and WN+1(xN+1) := WJ (xN+1).

Note that, the above definition corresponds to the case where xN+1(k) := xJ (k − 1)

for all k ∈ Z+. Furthermore, if hI,J ≥ 2, let

ĝN+l+1(x1, . . . , xN+h̄, u) := xN+l , and WN+l+1(xN+l+1) := WJ (xN+l+1)

for all l ∈ Z[1,hI,J −1]. Repeat this procedure for all I, J ∈ Z[1,N ] and I �= J such
that the interconnection delays in (11) are replaced by new subsystems. Thus, an
interconnection of N + h̄ subsystems without delay is obtained, i.e.,

xi (k + 1) = ĝi (x1(k), . . . , xN+h̄(k), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (12)

with i ∈ Z[1,N+h̄]. Let x̂ := col({xl}l∈Z[1,N+h̄]), which yields

x̂(k + 1) = Ĝ(x̂(k), u(k)), k ∈ Z+. (13)
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Fig. 2 A graphical depiction of the transformation of an interconnected system with interconnection delays
into an augmented interconnected system without delay

The transformation of the interconnected system with interconnection delays into the
augmented interconnected system without delay is shown in Fig. 2.

In the second part of the proof it is shown that Wi is an ISS-LF for subsystem (12)
for all i ∈ Z[1,N+h̄]. Moreover, it is also shown that, if the interconnected system (1)
obtained from (11) satisfies the small-gain condition (4), then the augmented inter-
connected system (13) satisfies a similar small-gain condition. It follows from the
hypotheses of Theorem 1 that Wi is an ISS-LF for subsystem (12), for all i ∈ Z[1,N ].
Furthermore, if h1,2 ≥ 1, then it follows, by definition, that

WN+1(ĝN+1(x1, . . . , xN+h̄, u)) = W2(x2).

Hence, let WN+1(x2) := W2(x2) for all x2 ∈ R
n2 . If h1,2 ≥ 2, then it follows, again

by definition, that

WN+l+1(ĝN+l+1(x1, . . . , xN+h̄, u)) = WN+l(xN+l),

for all l ∈ Z[1,hI,J −1]. Hence, let WN+l+1(x2) := W2(x2) for all x2 ∈ R
n2 . Similarly,

it can be shown that Wi is an ISS-LF for subsystem (12) for all i ∈ Z[N+1,N+h̄]. Next,
the corresponding gain functions γi, j are defined recursively and it is shown that they
satisfy a small-gain condition. Therefore, let γ 0

i, j := γi, j for all i, j ∈ Z[1,N ]. Further-
more, let (I, J ) ∈ Z[1,N+l] × Z[1,N+l] correspond to the interconnection with delay
between subsystem J and I for which the new state xN+l+1 was introduced. Define
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γ l+1
i, j :=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, i = I, j = J or i �= I, j = N + l + 1
or i = N + l + 1, j �= J

γ l
I,J , i = I, j = N + l + 1

Id, i = N + l + 1, j = J
γ l

i, j , otherwise,

for all i, j ∈ Z[1,N+l+1] and all l ∈ Z[0,h̄−1]. In what follows, it is proven, by induc-

tion, that for all l ∈ Z[0,h̄] and all y ∈ R
N+l+ \ {0}, there exists a i(y) ∈ Z[1,N+l] such

that

max
j∈Z[1,N+l]

γ l
i, j ([y] j ) < [y]i . (14)

Therefore, let l = 0 and let y := [
ȳ� ỹ

]�
for any ȳ ∈ R

N+ and ỹ ∈ R+ such that
y �= 0. If ỹ ≤ [ȳ]J , then it follows from (4) that (14) with l = 1 holds for i(y) = i(ȳ).
Conversely, if ỹ > [ȳ]J , then

max
j∈Z[1,N+1]

γ 1
N+1, j ([y] j ) = [ȳ]J < ỹ = [y]N+1.

Thus, it has been established that (14) with l = 1 holds for i(y) = N + 1. Next, con-
sider any  ∈ Z[0,h̄−1] and suppose that (14) with l =  holds, i.e., for all ȳ ∈ R

N++
there exists some i(ȳ) such that (14) holds. Let y := [

ȳ� ỹ
]�

for any ȳ ∈ R
N++ and

ỹ ∈ R+ such that y �= 0. If ỹ ≤ [ȳ]J , then it follows from (14) with l =  that (14)
with l =  + 1 also holds for i(y) = i(ȳ). Conversely, if ỹ > [ȳ]J , then

max
j∈Z[1,N++1]

γ +1
N++1, j ([y] j ) = [ȳ]J < ỹ = [y]N++1.

Hence, (14) with l =  + 1 holds for i(y) = N + . Thus, it has been established, by
induction, that (14) holds for any l ∈ Z[0,h̄]. Therefore, the ISS-LFs Wi correspond-
ing to the subsystems (12) satisfy the small-gain condition (4) and it follows from
Theorem 1 that the augmented interconnected system (13) is ISS.

In the third part of the proof it is shown that the interconnected system with inter-
connection delays, i.e., (1) obtained from (11), is ISS if the augmented interconnected
system (13) is ISS. The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [4]
and is therefore omitted for brevity. ��

Theorem 4 establishes that, if the delay-independent small-gain condition (4) holds,
finite interconnection delays cannot cause input-to-state instability of an intercon-
nected system. Hence, the ISS analysis of interconnected systems with interconnection
delays can be reduced, via Theorem 4, to the ISS analysis of standard interconnected
systems. The above discussion indicates an advantage of considering interconnection
delays and local delays separately as opposed to considering both types of delay at
once, as done in other works, see, e.g., [1,28]. Note that, when interconnection delays
are not present, the results in this paper parallel the continuous-time results in the
aforementioned references.
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Remark 5 For continuous-time systems a similar relation was also observed in [23,
25,29] and in the context of integral ISS in [8,9]. However, the derivations for con-
tinuous-time systems rely on different arguments. Indeed, the transformation applied
to prove Theorem 4 leads to an infinite dimensional system for the continuous-time
case.

Remark 6 Theorem 4 does not assume any knowledge about the interconnection delay.
If the interconnection delay is assumed to be known, potentially less conservative
delay-dependent small-gain conditions can be derived, see, e.g., [8] for the continu-
ous-time case.

5 ISS analysis for interconnected systems with local delays

Another cause for delay in interconnected systems are inherent delays in the dynami-
cal process in one or more of the subsystems. Therefore, in this section, the techniques
developed in Theorems 1 and 2 will be used to establish ISS for interconnected systems
with local delays.

Consider an interconnection of N ∈ Z≥2 subsystems affected by local delays. The
dynamics of the i th subsystem, i ∈ Z[1,N ], is described by

xi (k + 1) = fi (x[k−ĥ,k];i , x1(k), . . . , xN (k), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (15)

where x[k−ĥ,k];i := {xi (k − j)} j∈Z[0,ĥ] . Furthermore, xi (k) ∈ R
ni , u(k) ∈ R

m and

fi : (Rni )ĥ+1 × R
n1 × · · · × R

nN × R
m → R

ni , i ∈ Z[1,N ]. Above, ĥ ∈ Z+ is the
maximal delay affecting (15). Note that, with a slight abuse of notation, to simplify the
exposition, xi (k) appears twice as an argument of fi . Moreover, it can be assumed with-
out any restriction to the generality of the results that all subsystems (15) share the same
maximal delay. To describe the complete interconnected system obtained from the sub-
systems with local delays (15), let x := col({xl}l∈Z[1,N ]) ∈ R

n , which yields an inter-

connected system of the form (1) where h := ĥ, n := ∑N
i=1 ni and F is obtained from

fi , i ∈ Z[1,N ], i.e., F(x[−h,0], u) = col({ fi (x[−h,0];i , x1(0), . . . , xN (0), u)}i∈Z[1,N ]).
Next, let α1,i , α2,i ∈ K∞, μi ∈ K ∪{0}, for all i ∈ Z[1,N ], and let γi, j ∈ K∞∪{0}

for all i, j ∈ Z[1,N ]. Then, consider the functions W j : R
n j → R+, j ∈ Z[1,N ], that

satisfy

α1, j (‖x j‖) ≤ W j (x j ) ≤ α2, j (‖x j‖), ∀x j ∈ R
n j .

Definition 5 Let γi,i (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. A function Wi , i ∈ Z[1,N ], that satisfies

Wi ( fi (x[−h,0];i , x1, . . . , xN , u))

≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

γi,i ◦ Wi (xi (θ)), max
j∈Z[1,N ], j �=i

γi, j ◦ W j (x j ), μi (‖u‖)
}

,

for all x[−h,0];i ∈ (Rni )h+1, x j ∈ R
n j , j ∈ Z[1,N ] and j �= i , xi := xi (0) and all

u ∈ R
m is called an ISS-Lyapunov-Razumikhin function (ISS-LRF) for subsystem (15).
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Note that Definition 5 is a generalization of Definition 3 for interconnected systems
with local delays.

Theorem 5 Suppose that all subsystems (15), i ∈ Z[1,N ], admit an ISS-LRF. Further-
more, suppose that for all y ∈ R

N+ \ {0}, there exists a i(y) ∈ Z[1,N ] such that

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γi, j ([y] j ) < [y]i . (16)

Then, the following claims hold:

(i) There exist σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ], such that

W (x) = max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ Wi (xi ) (17)

is an ISS-LRF for the interconnected system (1) obtained from (15);
(ii) The interconnected system (1) obtained from (15) is ISS.

Proof The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. It follows from the
small-gain condition (16) that the functions γi, j satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.
Given σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ], let μ(s) := maxi∈Z[1,N ] σ−1

i ◦ μi (s) for all s ∈ R+ and
let

γ (s) := max
i∈Z[1,N ]

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ γi, j ◦ σ j (s).

Then, it follows from Fact 1 in Appendix A that γ ∈ K∞ and μ ∈ K . Moreover,
Lemma 1 yields that γ (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0.

Next, consider the candidate ISS-LRF (17). Then

W (F(x[−h,0], u)) = max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ Wi ( fi (x[−h,0];i , x1(0), . . . , xN (0), u))

≤ max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

γi,i ◦Wi (xi (θ)), max
j∈Z[1,N ], j �=i

γi, j ◦W j (x j (0)), μi (‖u‖)
}

≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

max
i∈Z[1,N ]

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ γi, j ◦ σ j ◦ σ−1

j ◦ W j (x j (θ)), μ(‖u‖)
}

≤ max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

γ ◦ max
i ′∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ′ ◦ Wi ′(xi ′(θ)), μ(‖u‖)

}

= max

{

max
θ∈Z[−h,0]

γ ◦ W (x(θ)), μ(‖u‖)
}

,

for all (x[−h,0], u) ∈ (Rn)h+1 × R
m . Furthermore, the equivalence of norms [14]

yields that there exist some c1, c2 ∈ R>0 such that c1 maxi∈Z[1,N ] ‖xi‖ ≤ ‖x‖ ≤
c2 maxi∈Z[1,N ] ‖xi‖. Hence, the K∞ bounds for the functions Wi , i ∈ Z[1,N ], yield

min
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ α1,i (c

−1
2 ‖x‖) ≤ W (x) ≤ max

i∈Z[1,N ]
σ−1

i ◦ α2,i (c
−1
1 ‖x‖).
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Therefore, let α1(s) := mini∈Z[1,N ] σ−1
i ◦α1,i (c

−1
2 s) and let α2(s) := maxi∈Z[1,N ] σ−1

i ◦
α2,i (c

−1
1 s). As it follows from Fact 1 that α1, α2 ∈ K∞, W is an ISS-LRF for the

interconnected system (1) obtained from (15), which establishes claim (i). Observing
that claim (ii) follows directly from claim (i) and Theorem 2 completes the proof. ��

Thus, it has been established that if all subsystems with local delays (15) admit
an ISS-LRF and the small-gain condition (16) holds, then the interconnected system
(1) obtained from (15) admits an ISS-LRF. Moreover, as a direct consequence, it also
follows that the interconnected system is ISS.

The following result, which is based on the Krasovskii approach, is similar to The-
orem 5. Let ᾱ1,i , ᾱ2,i ∈ K∞, μ̄i ∈ K ∪{0}, for all i ∈ Z[1,N ], and let γ̄i, j ∈ K∞∪{0}
for all i, j ∈ Z[1,N ]. Then, consider the functions W̄ j : (Rn j )(h+1) → R+, j ∈ Z[1,N ],
that satisfy

ᾱ1, j (‖x[−h,0]; j‖) ≤ W̄ j (x[−h,0]; j ) ≤ ᾱ2, j (‖x[−h,0]; j‖), ∀x[−h,0]; j ∈ (Rn j )h+1.

Definition 6 Let γ̄i,i (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. A function W̄i , i ∈ Z[1,N ], that satisfies

W̄i ({x[−h+1,0];i , fi (x[−h,0];i , x1(0), . . . , xN (0), u)})
≤ max

{

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γ̄i, j ◦ W̄ j (x[−h,0]; j ), μ̄i (‖u‖)
}

,

for all x[−h,0]; j ∈ (Rn j )h+1, j ∈ Z[1,N ], and all u ∈ R
m is called an ISS-Lyapunov-

Krasovskii function (ISS-LKF) for subsystem (2).

As it was also the case for the Razumikhin method, Definition 6 is a generalization
of Definition 4 for interconnected systems with local delays.

Theorem 6 Suppose that all subsystems (15), i ∈ Z[1,N ], admit an ISS-LKF. Further-
more, suppose that for all y ∈ R

N+ \ {0}, there exists a i(y) ∈ Z[1,N ] such that

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γ̄i, j ([y] j ) < [y]i . (18)

Then, the following claims hold:

(i) There exist σ̄i ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ], such that

W̄ (x[−h,0]) = max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ̄−1
i ◦ W̄i (x[−h,0];i ) (19)

is an ISS-LKF for the interconnected system (1) obtained from (15);
(ii) The interconnected system (1) obtained from (15) is ISS.

Proof Using the definitions

ᾱ1(s) := min
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ̄−1
i ◦ ᾱ1,i (c

−1
2 s), ᾱ2(s) := max

i∈Z[1,N ]
σ̄−1

i ◦ ᾱ2,i (c
−1
1 s),

γ̄ (s) := max
i∈Z[1,N ]

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

σ̄−1
i ◦ γ̄i, j ◦ σ̄ j (s), μ̄(s) := max

i∈Z[1,N ]
σ̄−1

i ◦ μ̄i (s),
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for some c1, c2 ∈ R>0, the proof of Theorem 6 can be obtained using a reasoning
similar to the reasoning used in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 5. ��

The advantages of standard Krasovskii and Razumikhin theorems when compared
to each other, see the discussion at the end of Sect. 3, also apply to Theorem 5 and
Theorem 6, i.e., computational simplicity is traded for conceptual generality. In fact,
three options can be distinguished for interconnected systems with local delay, i.e.,
(i) consider the interconnected system as a single system with delay and apply the
Krasovskii approach; (ii) consider the interconnected system as an interconnection of
several subsystems with delay, apply the Krasovskii approach locally and then use
small-gain arguments (see Theorem 6); (iii) consider, based on the transformation
developed in Sect. 3, the interconnected system with delay as the interconnection of
a very large set of subsystems without delay and apply small-gain arguments directly
(see Theorem 5 and the observations in Sect. 3). Due to the large size and complexity
of interconnected systems (i) is generally not a tractable approach. Both approaches
(ii) and (iii) lead to a tractable ISS analysis framework for large-scale systems. Fur-
thermore, while the conditions related to (iii) are more conservative, these conditions
are simpler to verify compared to the conditions related to (ii).

Remark 7 Theorems 5 and 6 are discrete-time counterparts of Theorem 3.4 and The-
orem 3.7 in [1], respectively. However, the reasoning required to prove the results for
the discrete-time case differs significantly with respect to the continuous-time case,
mainly due to the different conditions involved in the Razumikhin method. As such,
Theorems 5 and 6 provide a valuable addition to the results presented in [1].

Remark 8 Suppose that, for the subsystems with local delay (15), for all i ∈ I ⊂
Z[1,N ], Wi is an ISS-LRF. Furthermore, suppose for all i ∈ Z[1,N ] \ I , W̄i is an
ISS-LKF. Then, an ISS-LKF can be constructed for the subsystems (15) for all i ∈ I
via Theorem 3. Thus, the ISS analysis for the interconnected system (1) obtained from
(15) can be performed via Theorem 6.

In Theorem 4 small-gain arguments are used to establish robustness of ISS with
respect to interconnection delays for an interconnected system with disturbance inputs.
On the other hand, in Theorems 5 and 6 small-gain arguments are used to establish
robustness of ISS with respect to inputs from the other subsystems for a subsystem with
local delays and disturbance inputs. Hence, while all proofs are based on small-gain
arguments, the reasoning used to prove Theorem 4 is different from the reasoning used
to prove Theorems 5 and 6. The fact that the reasoning of Theorem 4 also applies in
the context of Theorems 5 and 6 is exploited in the next section.

6 ISS analysis for interconnected systems with delay

If an interconnected system contains one or more subsystems with delays in the dynam-
ical process and the subsystems are located in different geographical places, a general
interconnected system with delay is obtained. For the ISS analysis of such systems,
a combination of Theorem 4 with Theorems 5 or 6, respectively, is required. In this
section, such results are derived.
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Consider an interconnection of N ∈ Z≥2 subsystems with local delays described
by (15) subject to interconnection delays. Then, the dynamics of the i th subsystem,
i ∈ Z[1,N ], is given by

xi (k + 1) = fi (x[k−ĥ,k];i , x1(k − hi,1), . . . , xN (k − hi,N ), u(k)), k ∈ Z+, (20)

with xi (k) ∈ R
ni , u(k) ∈ R

m and fi , i ∈ Z[1,N ], as defined in (15). Above, hi, j ∈ Z+,
i, j ∈ Z[1,N ], is the interconnection delay from the j th to the i th subsystem. It is
assumed that hi,i = 0 for all i ∈ Z[1,N ]. Hence, as it was also the case for (15),
for ease of notation, xi (k) appears twice as an argument of fi . To describe the com-
plete interconnected system, let x := col({xl}l∈Z[1,N ]) ∈ R

n , which yields a system

of the form (1) where h := max{ĥ, max(i, j)∈Z[1,N ]×Z[1,N ] hi, j }, n := ∑N
i=1 ni and

F is obtained from the functions fi and the delays hi, j , i, j ∈ Z[1,N ]. The follow-
ing corollary, which employs the Razumikhin method, can be obtained directly from
Theorems 4 and 5.

Corollary 1 Suppose that the subsystems with local delay (15) satisfy the hypothesis
of Theorem 5. Then, the interconnected system (1) obtained from (20) is ISS.

Moreover, a similar result can be obtained, using the Krasovskii approach, from
Theorems 4 and 6.

Corollary 2 Suppose that the subsystems with local delay (15) satisfy the hypothesis
of Theorem 6. Then, the interconnected system (1) obtained from (20) is ISS.

The above general results provide a framework for ISS analysis of interconnected
systems with delay. Moreover, the results for interconnected systems with intercon-
nection delays only or with local delays only are recovered as a particular case, i.e., for
ĥ = 0 and for hi, j = 0, i, j ∈ Z[1,N ], respectively. Furthermore, note that Corollar-
ies 1 and 2 reduce the ISS analysis of interconnected systems with both interconnection
and local delays to the ISS analysis of interconnected systems with local delays only
via a delay-independent small-gain condition. As the ISS analysis of interconnected
systems with local delays only is in general less complex, Corollaries 1 and 2 provide
a simpler tool to analyse ISS for interconnected systems with delay, when compared
to the continuous-time results in, e.g., [1,28]. Moreover, Corollary 1 provides a coun-
terpart for discrete-time systems to the results presented in [8,9].

7 Conclusions

A scalable method to establish input-to-state stability (ISS) for discrete-time intercon-
nected systems with delays was developed. The fact that a difference equation with
delay can be expressed as an interconnection of difference equations without delay is
the crux of the proposed framework. Based on this fact and small-gain arguments, it
was demonstrated that delays on the interconnection channels do not affect the sta-
bility of interconnected systems if a delay-independent small-gain condition holds.
Furthermore, also using small-gain arguments, ISS for interconnected systems with
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local delays was established via the Razumikhin and the Krasovskii method, respec-
tively. Via a combination of the results for interconnected systems with interconnection
and local delays, respectively, a tractable framework for ISS analysis of large-scale
interconnected systems with delay was obtained.

The application of the results in this paper to power systems is particularly inter-
esting as interconnection delays are likely to appear in such systems due to the large
geographical regions that power systems span. Moreover, local delays can also arise
in power systems, for example, due to the presence of human operators in the local
control loop. Another advantage of the proposed approach when applied to power
systems is that the effects of the failure of a power line or power plant can be studied
by changing the scaling functions γi, j . Therefore, the application of the results in this
paper to large-scale power systems makes an interesting subject for future research.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

The following lemma and facts are crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2 Let ρ ∈ K and such that ρ(s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. Then, β(s, k) = ρk(s)
implies that β ∈ K L .

Fact 1 Let α1, α2 ∈ K and β ∈ K L , then

(i) α(s) = α1 ◦ α2(s) implies that α ∈ K ;
(ii) α(s) = max{α1(s), α2(s)} implies that α ∈ K ;

(iii) α(s) = min{α1(s), α2(s)} implies that α ∈ K ;
(iv) β̃(s) = α1 ◦ β(r, s) implies that β̃ ∈ K L .

Lemma 2 was proven in [17] and Fact 1, which was also reported in [17], can be
proven using standard arguments for K functions, see, e.g., [10]. Next, Theorem 1 is
proven.

Proof of Theorem 1 It follows from the small-gain condition (4) that the functions γi, j

satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1. Therefore, there exist σi ∈ K∞, i ∈ Z[1,N ], such
that

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γi, j ◦ σ j ([y] j ) < σi ([y]i ), (21)
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for all y ∈ R
N+ \ {0} and all i ∈ Z[1,N ]. Let μ(s) := maxi∈Z[1,N ] σ−1

i ◦ μi (s) for all
s ∈ R+ and let

γ (s) := max
i∈Z[1,N ]

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ γi, j ◦ σ j (s).

It follows from (21) that γ (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0. Furthermore, Fact 1 yields that
γ ∈ K∞ and μ ∈ K .

Next, consider the candidate ISS-LF (5) and consider any (x, u) ∈ R
n ×R

m . Then,

W (G(x, u)) = max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ Wi (gi (x1, . . . , xN , u))

≤ max
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ max

{

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

γi, j ◦ W j (x j ), μi (‖u‖)
}

≤ max

{

max
i∈Z[1,N ]

max
j∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ γi, j ◦ σ j ◦ σ−1

j ◦ W j (x j ), μ(‖u‖)
}

≤ max

{

γ ◦ max
i ′∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ′ ◦ Wi ′(xi ′), μ(‖u‖)

}

≤ max{γ ◦ W (x), μ(‖u‖)}.

Furthermore, the equivalence of norms [14] yields that there exist some c1, c2 ∈ R>0
such that

c1 max
i∈Z[1,N ]

‖xi‖ ≤ ‖x‖ ≤ c2 max
i∈Z[1,N ]

‖xi‖.

Hence, the K∞ bounds for the ISS-LFs for the systems (2) yield

min
i∈Z[1,N ]

σ−1
i ◦ α1,i (c

−1
2 ‖x‖) ≤ W (x) ≤ maxi∈Z[1,N ] σ−1

i ◦ α2,i (c
−1
1 ‖x‖).

Therefore, let α1(s) := mini∈Z[1,N ] σ−1
i ◦α1,i (c

−1
2 s) and let α2(s) := maxi∈Z[1,N ] σ−1

i ◦
α2,i (c

−1
1 s). Then, it follows from Fact 1 that α1, α2 ∈ K∞ and hence the function W

is an ISS-LF for the interconnected system (3), which establishes claim (i).
Applying the inequality W (G(x, u)) ≤ max{γ ◦ W (x), μ(‖u‖)} recursively and

using the bounds α1 and α2 yields that

‖x(k, x(0), u[0,k−1])‖ ≤ max{α−1
1 ◦ γ k ◦ α2(‖x(0)‖), α−1

1 ◦ μ(‖u[0,k−1]‖)},
∀k ∈ Z≥1,

for all x(0) ∈ R
n , all u[0,k−1] := {u(i)}i∈Z[0,k−1] , with u(i) ∈ R

m . Above, {x(k, x(0),

u[0,k−1])}k∈Z+ was used to denote a trajectory of (3) from initial condition x(0) ∈ R
n

with input u[0,k−1]. Letting β(r, s) := α−1
1 ◦ γ s ◦ α2(r) it follows, from the fact that

γ (s) < s for all s ∈ R>0, Lemma 2 and Fact 1, that β ∈ K L . Therefore, the inter-
connected system (3) is ISS with β ∈ K L and γu ∈ K , where γu(s) := α−1

1 ◦μ(s),
which establishes claim (ii) and completes the proof. ��
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